Integrative nomogram of CT imaging, clinical, and hematological features for survival prediction of patients with locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer.
To determine the integrative value of clinical, hematological, and computed tomography (CT) radiomic features in survival prediction for locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (LA-NSCLC) patients. Radiomic features and clinical and hematological features of 118 LA-NSCLC cases were firstly extracted and analyzed in this study. Then, stable and prognostic radiomic features were automatically selected using the consensus clustering method with either Cox proportional hazard (CPH) model or random survival forest (RSF) analysis. Predictive radiomic, clinical, and hematological parameters were subsequently fitted into a final prognostic model using both the CPH model and the RSF model. A multimodality nomogram was then established from the fitting model and was cross-validated. Finally, calibration curves were generated with the predicted versus actual survival status. Radiomic features selected by clustering combined with CPH were found to be more predictive, with a C-index of 0.699 in comparison to 0.648 by clustering combined with RSF. Based on multivariate CPH model, our integrative nomogram achieved a C-index of 0.792 and retained 0.743 in the cross-validation analysis, outperforming radiomic, clinical, or hematological model alone. The calibration curve showed agreement between predicted and actual values for the 1-year and 2-year survival prediction. Interestingly, the selected important radiomic features were significantly correlated with levels of platelet, platelet/lymphocyte ratio (PLR), and lymphocyte/monocyte ratio (LMR) (p values all < 0.05). The integrative nomogram incorporated CT radiomic, clinical, and hematological features improved survival prediction in LA-NSCLC patients, which would offer a feasible and practical reference for individualized management of these patients. • An integrative nomogram incorporated CT radiomic, clinical, and hematological features was constructed and cross-validated to predict prognosis of LA-NSCLC patients. • The integrative nomogram outperformed radiomic, clinical, or hematological model alone. • This nomogram has value to permit non-invasive, comprehensive, and dynamical evaluation of the phenotypes of LA-NSCLC and can provide a feasible and practical reference for individualized management of LA-NSCLC patients.